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Mrs. M. McClean Brown  
Cincinnati  

Dear Sister,

I am just in receipt of reports from Cincinnati Lodge 190262 for quarter ending July 31st 1906, but no per capita tax was received and according to rule of Grand Lodge I am not allowed to send out passwords until the tax is received. On the front page of Report which I return you will notice it says Enclosing Per Capita Tax on 25 Members $2.72 but it was not enclosed the tax on 25 Members at 12½ Ct would be $3.13 and not $2.72.  

I invite you as you were on the recommendation for L.D. that Kleon Brown is out of City will you look this up and let me hear from you not later than Monday Morning Aug 13th as we will start for G Lodge early Tuesday Morning and I should get it before starting with best wishes for success.  

Fraternally Yours,

S.G. Taylor

Eden